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ABSTRACT

We examine several host-based anomaly dete tion systems
and study their se urity against evasion atta ks. First, we
introdu e the notion of a mimi ry atta k, whi h allows a sophisti ated atta ker to loak their intrusion to avoid dete tion by the IDS. Then, we develop a theoreti al framework
for evaluating the se urity of an IDS against mimi ry atta ks. We show how to break the se urity of one published
IDS with these methods, and we experimentally on rm the
power of mimi ry atta ks by giving a worked example of an
atta k on a on rete IDS implementation. We on lude with
a all for further resear h on intrusion dete tion from both
atta ker's and defender's viewpoints.
Categories and Subject Descriptors
D.4.6 [Operating Systems℄: Se urity and Prote tion
Keywords

Host-based intrusion dete tion, anomaly dete tion, evasion
atta ks
General Terms

Se urity
1.

INTRODUCTION

The goal of an intrusion dete tion system (IDS) is like
that of a wat hful burglar alarm: if an atta ker manages to
penetrate somehow our se urity perimeter, the IDS should
set o alarms so that a system administrator may take appropriate a tion. Of ourse, atta kers will not ne essarily
ooperate with us in this. Just as at burglars use stealth
to es ape without being noti ed, so too we an expe t that
omputer ha kers may take steps to hide their presen e and
try to evade dete tion. Hen e if an IDS is to be useful, it
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would be a good idea to make it diÆ ult for atta kers to
ause harm without being dete ted. In this paper, we study
the ability of IDS's to reliably dete t stealthy atta kers who
are trying to avoid noti e.
The fundamental hallenge is that atta kers adapt in response to the defensive measures we deploy. It is not enough
to design a system that an withstand those atta ks that are
ommon at the time the system is deployed. Rather, se urity is like a game of hess: one must anti ipate all moves the
atta ker might make and ensure that the system will remain
se ure against all the atta ker's possible responses. Consequently, an IDS that is sus eptible to evasion atta ks (where
the atta ker an loak their atta k to evade dete tion) is of
un ertain utility over the long term: we an expe t that if
su h an IDS sees widespread deployment, then atta kers will
hange their behavior to routinely evade it. Sin e in pra ti e
many atta ks arise from automated s ripts, s ript writers
may someday in orporate te hniques designed to evade the
popular IDS's in their s ripts. In this sense, the very su ess of an approa h for intrusion dete tion may lead to its
own downfall, if the approa h is not se ure against evasion
atta ks.
Broadly speaking, there are two kinds of intrusion dete tion systems: network intrusion dete tion systems, and
host-based intrusion dete tion systems. Several resear hers
have previously identi ed a number of evasion atta ks on
network intrusion dete tion systems [19, 18, 7, 1℄. Motivated by those results, in this paper we turn our attention
to host-based intrusion dete tion.
Though there has been a good deal of resear h on the seurity of network IDS's against evasion atta ks, the se urity
of host-based intrusion dete tion systems against evasion atta ks seems not to have re eived mu h attention in the seurity literature. One an nd many papers proposing new
te hniques for intrusion dete tion, and authors often try to
measure their dete tion power by testing whether they an
dete t urrently-popular atta ks. However, the notion of seurity against adaptive adversarial atta ks is mu h harder
to measure, and apart from some re ent work [23, 24℄, this
subje t does not seem to have re eived a great deal of overage in the literature. To remedy this short oming, in this
paper we undertake a systemati study of the issue.
Host-based intrusion dete tion systems an be further divided into two ategories: signature-based s hemes (i.e.,
misuse dete tion) and anomaly dete tion. Signature-based
s hemes are typi ally trivial to bypass simply by varying
the atta k slightly, mu h in the same way that polymorphi viruses evade virus he kers. We show in Se tion 4.2

how to automati ally reate many equivalent variants of a
given atta k, and this ould be used by an atta ker to avoid
mat hing the IDS's signature of an atta k. This is an unavoidable weakness of misuse dete tion. Evasion atta ks on
signature-based s hemes are hild's play, and so we do not
onsider them further in this paper.
Anomaly dete tion systems are more interesting from the
point of view of evasion atta ks, and in this paper we fo us
spe i ally on anomaly dete tion systems. We show in Se tion 3 several general evasion methods, in luding the notion
of a mimi ry atta k and the idea of introdu ing \semanti
no-ops" in the middle of the atta k to throw the IDS o .
Next, in Se tion 4, we introdu e a prin ipled framework for
nding mimi ry atta ks, building on ideas from language
and automata theory. We argue in Se tion 4.2 that nearly
every system all an be used as a \no-op," giving the atta ker great freedom in onstru ting an atta k that will not
trigger any intrusion alarms. Se tions 5 and 6 des ribe our
empiri al experien e in using mimi ry atta ks to es ape dete tion: we onvert an o -the-shelf exploit s ript into one
that works without being dete ted by the pH IDS. Finally,
in Se tions 8 and 9 we on lude with a few parting thoughts
on ountermeasures and impli ations.
For expository purposes, this paper is written from the
point of view of an atta ker. Nonetheless, our goal is not
to empower omputer riminals, but rather to explore the
limits of urrent intrusion dete tion te hnology and to enable development of more robust intrusion dete tion systems. The ryptographi ommunity has bene tted tremendously from a ombination of resear h on both atta ks and
defenses|for instan e, it is now a epted wisdom that one
must rst be ome expert in odebreaking if one wants to
be su essful at odemaking, and many ryptosystems are
validated a ording to their ability to stand up to on erted
adversarial analysis|yet the intrusion dete tion ommunity
has not to date had the bene t of this style of adversarial
s holarship. We hope that our work will help to jump-start
su h a dialogue in the intrusion dete tion resear h literature.

appear in this database. Then, in the monitoring phase,
the abnormality of a new system all tra e is measured by
ounting how many anomalous subtra es it ontains.
The authors' experien e is that atta ks often appear as
radi ally abnormal tra es. For instan e, imagine a mail
lient that is under atta k by a s ript that exploits a bu er
overrun, adds a ba kdoor to the password le, and spawns a
new shell listening on port 80. In this ase, the system all
tra e will probably ontain a segment looking something like
this:
open(), write(), lose(), so ket(), bind(), listen(),
a ept(), read(), fork().
Sin e it seems unlikely that the mail lient would normally
open a le, bind to a network so ket, and fork a hild in immediate su ession, the above sequen e would likely ontain
several anomalous subtra es, and thus this atta k would be
easily dete ted.
We sele ted Somayaji and Forrest's pH intrusion dete tion system [21℄ for detailed analysis, mainly be ause it was
the only system where full sour e ode ould be obtained
for analysis. Many other proposals for host-based anomaly
dete tion may be found in the literature [3, 2, 8, 26, 21, 5,
14, 15, 4, 26, 12, 13, 17, 27℄. However, pH is fairly typi al,
in the sense that many host-based IDS's rely on re ognizing
atta ks based on the tra es they produ e, be it tra es of system alls, BSM audit events, or Unix ommands. We will
use pH as a motivating example throughout the paper, but
we expe t that our te hniques will apply more generally to
host-based intrusion dete tion systems based on dete ting
anomalies in sequen es of events. For instan e, it should be
possible to use our approa h to analyze systems based on
system all sequen es [3, 2, 8, 26, 5, 27℄, data mining [14,
15℄, neural networks [4℄, nite automata [17℄, hidden Markov
models [26℄, and pattern mat hing in behavioral sequen es
[12, 13℄.

2.

Background. First, let us start with a few assumptions to
simplify the analysis to follow. It seems natural to assume
that the atta ker knows how the IDS works. This seems
unavoidable: If the IDS be omes popular and is deployed at
many sites, it will be extremely diÆ ult to prevent the sour e
ode to the IDS from leaking. As usual, se urity through
obs urity is rarely a very reliable defense, and it seems natural to assume that the IDS algorithm will be available for
inspe tion and study by atta kers.
Similarly, if the IDS relies on a database of normal behavior, typi ally it will be straightforward for the atta ker to
predi t some approximation to this database. The behavior of most system software depends primarily on the operating system version and on guration details, and when
these variables are held onstant, the normal databases produ ed on di erent ma hines should be quite similar. Hen e,
an atta ker ould readily obtain a useful approximation to
the database on the target host by examining the normal
databases found on several other hosts of the same type, retaining only program behaviors ommon to all those other
databases, and using the result as our predi tion of the normal database on the target host. Sin e in our atta ks the
tra es allowed by pH.

A TYPICAL HOST-BASED IDS

There have been many proposals for how to do host-based
anomaly dete tion, but a paradigmati (and seminal) example is the general approa h of Forrest, et al. [3, 2, 8, 26,
21℄. We will brie y review their s heme. They monitor the
behavior of appli ations on the host by observing the intera tion of those appli ations with the underlying operating
system. In pra ti e, se urity-relevant intera tions typi ally
take the form of system alls, and so their s heme works
by examining the tra e of system alls performed by ea h
appli ation.
Their s heme is motivated by using the human immune
system as a biologi al analogy. If the system all tra es of
normal appli ations are self-similar, then we an attempt to
build an IDS that learns the normal behavior of appli ations
and re ognizes possible atta ks by looking for abnormalities.
In the learning phase of this sort of s heme, the IDS gathers system all tra es from times when the system is not
under atta k, extra ts all subtra es ontaining six onse utive system
alls, and reates a database of these observed
subtra es1 . A subtra e is deemed anomalous if it does not
1
In pra ti e, pH uses lookahead pairs to redu e the size of
the database. This only in reases the set of system all
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atta ker needs only an under-approximation to the normal
database in use, this should suÆ e. Hen e, it seems reasonable to assume that the database of normal behaviors is
mostly (or entirely) known.
Moreover, we also assume that the atta ker an silently
take ontrol of the appli ation without being dete ted. This
assumption is not always satis ed, but for many ommon
atta k ve tors, the a tual penetration leaves no tra e in the
system all tra e. For instan e, exploiting a bu er overrun vulnerability involves only a hange in the ontrol ow
of the program, but does not itself ause any system alls
to be invoked, and thus no sys all-based IDS an dete t
the bu er overrun itself. In general, atta ks an be divided
into a penetration phase (when the atta ker takes ontrol of
the appli ation and inje ts remote ode) and a exploitation
phase (when the atta ker exploits his ontrol of the appliation to bring harm to the rest of the system by exe uting
the re ently-inje ted foreign ode), and most anomaly dete tion systems are based on dete ting the harmful e e ts
of the exploitation, not on dete ting the penetration itself.
Consequently, it seems reasonable to believe that many appli ations may ontain vulnerabilities that allow atta kers
to se retly gain ontrol of the appli ation.
With that ba kground, the remainder of this se tion des ribes six simple ideas for avoiding dete tion, in order of
in reasing sophisti ation and power. We presume that the
atta ker has a mali ious sequen e of a tions that will ause
harm and that he wants to have exe uted; his goal is to
exe ute this sequen e without being dete ted.
Slip under the radar. Our rst evasion te hnique is based
on trying to avoid ausing any hange whatsoever in the observable behavior of the appli ation. A simple observation
is that system all-based IDS's an only dete t atta ks by
their signature in the system all tra e of the appli ation.
If it is possible to ause harm to the system without issuing any system alls, then the IDS has no hope of dete ting
su h an atta k. For instan e, on some old versions of Solaris it was possible to be ome root simply by triggering the
divide-by-zero trap handler, and this does not involve any
system alls. However, su h OS vulnerabilities appear to
be ex eptionally rare. As a more general instan e of this
atta k lass, an atta ker an usually ause the appli ation
to ompute in orre t results. For instan e, a ompromised
web browser might invisibly elide all headlines mentioning
the Demo rati party whenever the user visits any news site,
or a ompromised mailer might silently hange the word \is"
to \isn't" in every third email from the ompany's CEO.
There seems to be little that an IDS an do about this
lass of atta ks. Fortunately, the harm that an atta ker an
do to the rest of the system without exe uting any system
alls appears to be limited.

A se ond te hnique for evading dete tion is
simply to be patient: wait passively for a time when the
mali ious sequen e will be a epted by the IDS as normal
behavior, and then pause the appli ation and insert the mali ious sequen e. Of ourse, the atta ker an readily re ognize when the sequen e will be allowed simply by simulating
the behavior of the IDS. Simulating the IDS should be easy,
sin e by our dis ussion above there are no se rets in the IDS
algorithm.
Moreover, it is straightforward for the atta ker to retain

Be patient.

ontrol while allowing the appli ation to exe ute its usual sequen e of system alls. For instan e, the atta ker who takes
ontrol of an appli ation ould embed a Trojan horse by repla ing all the library fun tions in the appli ation's address
spa e by modi ed ode. The repla ement implementation
might behave just like the pre-existing library ode, ex ept
that before returning to its aller ea h fun tion ould he k
whether the time is right to begin exe uting the mali ious
sequen e. After this modi ation is ompleted, the atta ker
ould return the ow of program ontrol to the appli ation,
on dent in the knowledge that he will retain the power to
regain ontrol at any time. There are many ways to a omplish this sort of parasiti infe tion, and there seems to be
no defense against su h an invasion.
There is one substantial onstraint on the atta ker, though.
This atta k assumes that there will ome a time when the
mali ious sequen e will be a epted; if not, the atta ker
gains nothing. Thus, the power of this atta k is limited
by the pre ision of the database of normal behavior.
Another limitation on the atta ker is that, after the maliious sequen e has been exe uted, resuming exe ution of the
appli ation may well lead to an abnormal system all tra e.
In su h a ase, only two hoi es immediately present themselves: we ould allow the appli ation to ontinue exe uting
(thereby allowing the IDS to dete t the atta k, albeit after
the harm has already been done), or we ould freeze the appli ation permanently (whi h is likely to be very noti eable
and thus might attra t attention). A slightly better strategy
may be to ause the appli ation to rash in some way that
makes the rash appear to have ome from an inno uous
program bug rather than from a se urity violation. Sin e
in pra ti e many programs are rather buggy, system administrators are used to seeing oredumps or the Blue S reen
of Death from time to time, and they may well ignore the
rash. However, this strategy is not without risk for the
atta ker.
In short, a patient atta ker is probably somewhat more
dangerous than a naive, impatient atta ker, but the atta ker
still has to get lu ky to ause any harm, so in some s enarios
the risk might be a eptable to defenders.
One way the atta ker an improve upon passive patien e is by loading the
di e. There are typi ally many possible paths of exe ution
through an appli ation, ea h of whi h may lead to a slightly
di erent system all tra e, and this suggests an atta k strategy: the atta ker an look for the most favorable path of exe ution and nudge the appli ation into following that path.
As an optimization, rather than embedding a Trojan horse
and then allowing the appli ation to exe ute normally, the
atta ker an dis ard the appli ation entirely and simulate
its presen e. For example, the atta ker an identify the
most favorable path of exe ution, then syntheti ally onstru t the sequen e of system alls that would be exe uted
by this path and issue them dire tly, inserting his mali ious
sequen e at the appropriate point. The analysis e ort an
all be pre- omputed, and thus a stealthy atta k might simply ontain a sequen e of hard- oded system alls that simulate the presen e of the appli ation for a while and then
eventually exe ute the mali ious sequen e.
In fa t, we an see there is no reason for the atta ker to
restri t himself to the feasible exe ution paths of the appliation. The atta ker an even onsider system all tra es
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that ould not possibly be output by any exe ution of the
appli ation, so long as those tra es will be a epted as \normal" by the IDS. In other words, the atta ker an examine
the set of system all tra es that won't trigger any alarms
and look for one su h tra e where the mali ious sequen e
an be safely inserted. Then, on e su h a path is identi ed,
the atta ker an simulate its exe ution as above and pro eed
to evade the IDS.
In essen e, we are mimi king the behavior of the appli ation, but with a mali ious twist. To ontinue the biologi al
analogy, a su essful mimi will be re ognized as \self" by
the immune system and will not ause any alarms. For this
reason, we dub this the mimi ry atta k [25℄. This style of
atta k is very powerful, but it requires a areful examination
of the IDS, and the atta ker also has to somehow identify
favorable tra es. We will study this topi in greater detail
in Se tion 4.
Another observation is
that most s hemes ompletely ignore the arguments to the
system all. For instan e, an inno uous system all

Replace system call parameters.

open("/lib/lib .so", O_RDONLY)

looks indistinguishable (to the IDS) from the mali ious all
open("/et /shadow", O_RDWR).
The evasion te hnique, then, is obvious. If we want to
write to the shadow password le, there is no need to wait
for the appli ation to open the shadow password le during
normal exe ution. Instead, we may simply wait for the appli ation to open any le whatsoever and then substitute our
parameters ("/et /shadow", O_RDWR) for the appli ation's.
This is apparently another form of mimi ry atta k.
As far as we an tell, almost all host-based intrusion dete tion systems ompletely ignore system all parameters and
return values. The only ex eption we are aware of is Wagner
and Dean's stati IDS [25℄, and they look only at a small
lass of system all parameters, so parameter-repla ement
atta ks may be very problemati for their s heme as well.
Another observation is that if there is no
onvenient way to insert the given mali ious sequen e into
the appli ation's system all stream, we an often vary the
mali ious sequen e slightly by inserting \no-ops" into it. In
this ontext, the term \no-op" indi ates a system all with
no e e t, or whose e e t is irrelevant to the goals of the atta ker. Opening a non-existent le, opening a le and then
immediately losing it, reading 0 bytes from an open le des riptor, and alling getpid() and dis arding the result are
all examples of likely no-ops. Note that even if the original
mali ious sequen e will never be a epted by the IDS, some
modi ed sequen e with appropriate no-ops embedded might
well be a epted without triggering alarms.
We show later in the paper (see Se tion 4.2 and Table 1)
that, with only one or two ex eptions, nearly every system
all an be used as a \no-op." This gives the atta ker great
power, sin e he an pad out his desired mali ious sequen e
out with other system alls hosen freely to maximize the
han es of avoiding dete tion. One might expe t intuitively
that every system all that an be found in the normal
database may be ome rea hable with a mimi ry atta k by
inserting appropriate no-ops; we develop partial eviden e to
support this intuition in Se tion 6.
Insert no-ops.

Generate equivalent attacks. More generally, any way
of generating variations on the mali ious sequen e without hanging its e e t gives the atta ker an extra degree
of freedom in trying to evade dete tion. One an imagine
many ways to systemati ally reate equivalent variations on
a given mali ious sequen e. For instan e, any all to read()
on an open le des riptor an typi ally be repla ed by a all
to mmap() followed by a memory a ess. As another example, in many ases the system alls in the mali ious sequen e
an be re-ordered. An atta ker an try many su h possibilities to see if any of them an be inserted into a ompromised
appli ation without dete tion, and this entire omputation
an be done oine in a single pre omputation.
Also, a few system alls give the atta ker spe ial power,
if they an be exe uted without dete tion as part of the
exploit sequen e. For instan e, most IDS's handle fork()
by loning the IDS and monitoring both the hild and parent appli ation pro ess independently. Hen e, if an atta ker
an rea h the fork() system all and an split the exploit
sequen e into two on urrent hunks (e.g., overwriting the
password le and pla ing a ba kdoor in the ls program),
then the atta ker an all fork() and then exe ute the rst
hunk in the parent and the se ond hunk in the hild. As
another example, the ability to exe ute the exe ve() system all gives the atta ker the power to run any program
whatsoever on the system.
Of ourse, the above ideas for evasion an be ombined
freely. This makes the situation appear rather grim for
the defenders: The atta ker has many options, and though
he king all these options may require a lot of e ort on the
atta ker's part, it also seems un lear whether the defenders
an evaluate in advan e whether any of these might work
against a given IDS. We shall address this issue next.

4. A THEORETICAL FRAMEWORK

In this se tion, we develop a systemati framework for methodi ally identifying potential mimi ry atta ks. We start
with a given mali ious sequen e of system alls, and a model
of the intrusion dete tion system. The goal is to identify
whether there is any tra e of system alls that is a epted
by the IDS (without triggering any alarms) and yet ontains
the mali ious sequen e, or some equivalent variant on it.
This an be formalized as follows. Let  denote the set of
system alls, and  the set of sequen es over the alphabet
. We say that a system all tra e 2  is a epted (or allowed ) by the IDS if exe uting the sequene = h 1 2 i
does not trigger any alarms. Let A   denote the set of
system all tra es allowed by the IDS, i.e.,
A def
= f 2  : is a epted by the IDSg
Also, let M   denote the set of tra es that a hieve the
atta ker's goals, e.g.,
M def
= f 2  : is an equivalent variant
on the given mali ious sequen eg
Now we an su in tly state the ondition for the existen e
of mimi ry atta ks. The set A \ M is exa tly the set of
tra es that permit the atta ker to a hieve his goals without
dete tion, and thus mimi ry atta ks are possible if and only
if A \ M 6= ;. If the interse tion is non-empty, then any
of its elements gives a stealthy exploit sequen e that an be
used to a hieve the intruder's goals while reliably evading
T
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T

T

T

T ;T ;:::
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:

dete tion.
The main idea of the proposed analyti method is to frame
this problem in terms of formal language theory. In this paper, A is a regular language. This is fairly natural [20℄, as
nite-state IDS's an always be des ribed as nite-state automata and thus a ept a regular language of sys all tra es.
Moreover, we insist that M also be a regular language. This
requires a bit more justi ation (see Se tion 4.2 below), but
hopefully it does not sound too unreasonable at this point.
It is easy to generalize this framework still further2 , but this
formulation has been more than adequate for all the hostbased IDS's onsidered in our experiments.
With this formulation, testing for mimi ry atta ks an be
done automati ally and in polynomial time.0 It is a standard
theorem of language theory0 that if 0 are two regular
languages, then so is \ , and \ an be omputed
e e tively [11, x3.2℄. Also, given a regular language 00 , we
an eÆ iently test whether 00 =? ;, 00and if 00 is non-empty,
we an qui kly nd a member of [11, x3.3℄. From this,
it follows that if we an ompute des riptions of A and M,
we an eÆ iently test for the existen e of mimi ry atta ks.
In the remainder of this se tion, we will des ribe rst how
to ompute A and then how to ompute M.
L; L
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4.1 Modelling the IDS

In Forrest's IDS, to predi t whether the next system all
will be allowed, we only need to know the previous ve system alls. This is a onsequen e of the fa t that Forrest's
IDS works by looking at all subtra es of six onse utive system alls, he king that ea h observed subtra e is in the
database of allowable subtra es.
Consequently, in this ase we an model the IDS as a
nite-state automaton with statespa e given by ve-tuples
of system alls and with a transition for ea h allowable sys-5
tem all a tion. More formally, the statespa e is = 
(re all that  denotes the set of system alls), and we have
a transition
5
( 0 1 2 3 4 ) s!
( 1 2 3 4 5)
for ea h subtra e ( 0
5 ) found in the IDS's database
of allowable subtra es. The automaton an be represented
eÆ iently in the same way that the normal database is represented.
Next we need a initial state and a set of nal (a epting)
states, and this will require pat hing things up a bit. We
introdu se a new absorbing state Alarm with a self-transition
Alarm ! Alarm on ea h system all 2 , and we ensure
that every tra e that sets o an intrusion alarm ends upsin
5
the state Alarm by adding a transition ( 0 1 2 3 4 ) !
Alarm for ea h subtra e ( 0
5 ) that is not found in the
IDS's database of allowable subtra es. Then the nal (a epting) states are all the non-alarm states, ex luding only
the spe ial state Alarm.
The initial state of the automaton represents the state the
appli ation is in when the appli ation is rst penetrated.
This is heavily dependent on the appli ation and the atta k
ve tor used, and presumably ea h di erent vulnerability will
lead to a di erent initial state. For instan e, if there is a
bu er overrun that allows the atta ker to gain ontrol just
2
For instan e, we ould allow A or M (but not both) to
be ontext-free languages without doing any violen e to the
polynomial-time nature of our analysis.
Q

s ;s ;s ;s ;s

s ;s ;s ;s ;s

s ;:::;s

s

s ;s ;s ;s ;s

s ;:::;s

after the appli ation has exe uted ve onse utive read()
system alls, then the initial state of the automaton should
be (read read read read read).
;

;

;

;

Extensions. In pra ti e, one may want to re ne the model
further to a ount for additional features of the IDS. For
instan e, the lo ality frame ount, whi h is slightly more
forgiving of o asional mismat hed subtra es and only triggers alarms if suÆ iently many mismat hes are seen, an
be handled within a nite-state model. For details, see Appendix A.

4.2 Modelling the malicious sequence

Next, we onsider how to express the desired mali ious
sequen e within our framework, and in parti ular, how to
generate many equivalent variations on it. The ability to
generate equivalent variations is riti al to the su ess of
our atta k, and rests on knowledge of equivalen es indu ed
by the operating system semanti s. In the following, let

=h 1
n i 2  denote a mali ious sequen e we
want to sneak by the IDS.

M

M ;:::;M

Adding no-ops. We noted before that one simple way to
generate equivalent variants is by freely inserting \no-ops"
into the mali ious sequen e . A \no-op" is a system all
that has no e e t, or more generally, one that has no e e t
on the su ess of the mali ious sequen e . For instan e, we
an all getpid() and ignore the return value, or all brk()
and ignore the newly allo ated returned memory, and so on.
A useful tri k for nding no-ops is that we an invoke
a system all with an invalid argument. When the system
all fails, no a tion will have been taken, yet to the IDS it
will appear that this system all was exe uted. To give a
few examples, we an open() a non-existent pathname, or
we an all mkdir() with an invalid pointer (say, a NULL
pointer, or one that will ause an a ess violation), or we an
all dup() with an invalid le des riptor. Every IDS known
to the authors ignores the return value from system alls,
and this allows the intruder to nullify the e e t of a system
all while fooling the IDS into thinking that the system all
su eeded.
The on lusion from our analysis is that almost every system all an be nulli ed in this way. Any side-e e t-free
system all is already a no-op. Any system all that takes a
pointer, memory address, le des riptor, signal number, pid,
uid, or gid an be nulli ed by passing invalid arguments.
One notable ex eption is exit(), whi h kills the pro ess no
matter what its argument is. See Table 1 for a list of all system alls we have found that might ause diÆ ulties for the
atta ker; all the rest may be freely used to generate equivalent variants on the mali ious sequen e3 . The surprise is
not how hard it is to nd nulli able system alls, but rather
how easy it is to nd them|with only a few ex eptions,
nearly every system all is readily nulli able. This gives the
atta ker extraordinary freedom to vary the mali ious exploit
sequen e.
We an hara terize the equivalent sequen es obtained
this way with a simple regular expression. Let N   denote the set of nulli able system alls. Consider the regular
3
It is ertainly possible that we might have overlooked
some other problemati system alls, parti ularly on systems other than Linux. However, we have not yet en ountered any problemati system all not found in Table 1.
M

M

System all Nulli - Useful to an Comments
able? atta ker?
exit()
No
No
Kills the pro ess, whi h will ause problems for the intruder.
pause()
No
Unlikely
Puts the pro ess to sleep, whi h would ause a problem for the intruder. Atta ker
might be able to ause pro ess to re eive signal and wake up again (e.g., by sending
SIGURG with TCP out of band data), but this is appli ation-dependent.
vhangup()
No
Usually
Linux-spe i . Hangs up the urrent terminal, whi h might be problemati for the
intruder. But it is very rarely used in appli ations, hen e shouldn't ause a problem.
fork()
No
Usually
Creates a new opy of the pro ess. Sin e the IDS will probably lone itself to
monitor ea h separately, this is unlikely to ause any problems for the atta ker.
(Similar omments apply to vfork() and to lone() on Linux.)
alarm()
No
Usually
Calling alarm(0) sets no new alarms, and will likely be safe. It does have the
side-e e t of an elling any previous alarm, whi h might o asionally interfere with
normal appli ation operation, but this should be rare.
setsid()
No
Usually
Creates a new session for this pro ess, if it is not already a session leader. Seems
unlikely to interfere with typi al atta k goals in pra ti e.
so ket()
Yes
Yes
Nullify by passing so ket type parameter.
pipe()
Yes
Yes
Nullify by passing NULL pointer parameter.
open()
Yes
Yes
Nullify by passing NULL lename parameter.
...
Yes
Yes
...
Table 1: A few system alls and whether they an be used to build equivalent variants of a given mali ious
sequen e. The se ond olumn indi ates whether the system all an be reliably turned into a \no-op" (i.e.,
nulli ed), and the third olumn indi ates whether an atta ker an intersperse this system all freely in a
given mali ious sequen e to obtain equivalent variants. For instan e, exit() is not nulli able and kills the
pro ess, hen e it is not usable for generating equivalent variants of a mali ious sequen e. This table shows
all the system alls we know of that an atta ker might not be able to nullify; the remaining system alls not
shown here are easily nulli ed.

expression de ned by
M def
= N  1N  2N     N  nN 
This mat hes the set of sequen es obtained from by inserting no-ops, and any sequen e mat hing this regular expression will have the same e e t as and hen e will be
inter hangeable with . Moreover, this regular expression
may be expressed as a nite-state automaton by standard
methods [11, x2.8℄, and in this way we obtain a representation of the set M de ned earlier, as desired.
M

M

M

:

M

M

M

If ne essary, we ould introdu e further variability into the set of variants onsidered by onsidering
equivalent system alls. For instan e, if a read() system
all appears in the mali ious sequen e , we ould also easily repla e the read() with a mmap() system all if this helps
avoid dete tion. As another example, we an often ollapse
multiple onse utive read() alls into a single read() all,
or multiple hdir() system alls into a single hdir(), and
so on.
All of these equivalen es an also be modelled within our
nite-state framework. Assume we have a relation on
0 2 
   obeying the following ondition: if
0
satisfy (
), then we may assume that the sequen e
an be equivalently repla ed by 0 without altering the
resulting e e t on the system. Suppose moreover that this
relation an be expressed by a nite-state transdu er, e.g., a
Mealy or Moore ma hine; equivalently, assume that forms
a rational transdu tion. De ne
0
M def
= f 0 2  : (
) holdsg
By a standard result in language theory [11, x11.2℄, we nd

Extensions.

M

R

X; X

R X; X

X

X

R

X

R M; X

:

that M is a regular language, and moreover we an easily
ompute a representation of M as a nite-state automaton
given a nite-state representation of .
Note also that this generalizes the strategy of inserting
0 ) if 0 is
no-ops. We an de ne a relation N by N (
obtained from by inserting no-ops from the set N , and
it is not hard to see that the relation N an be given by
a nite-state transdu tion. Hen e the idea of introdu ing
no-ops an be seen as a spe ial ase of the general theory
based on rational transdu tions.
In summary, we see that the framework is fairly general,
and we an expe t to model both the IDS and the set of
mali ious sequen es as nite-state automata.
R

R

R

X; X

X

X

R

5. IMPLEMENTATION

We implemented these ideas as follows. First, we trained
the IDS and programmati ally built the automaton A from
the resulting database of normal sequen es of system alls.
The automaton M is formed as des ribed above.
The next step is to form the omposition of A and M
by taking the usual produ t onstru tion. Our implementation tests for a non-empty interse tion by onstru ting the
produ t automaton A  M expli itly in memory [11, x3.2℄
and performing a depth- rst sear h from the initial state to
see if any a epting state is rea hable [11, x3.3℄; if yes, then
we've found a stealthy mali ious sequen e, and if not, the
mimi ry atta k failed. In essen e, this is a simple way of
model- he king the system A against the property M.
We note that there are many ways to optimize this omputation by using ideas from the model- he king literature.
For instan e, rather than expli itly omputing the entire
produ t automaton in advan e and storing it in memory, to

redu e spa e we ould perform the depth- rst sear h generating states lazily on the y. Also, we ould use hashing to keep a bit-ve tor of previously visited states to further redu e memory onsumption [9, 10℄. If this is not
enough, we ould even use te hniques from symboli modelhe king to represent the automata A and M using BDD's
and then ompute their produ t symboli ally with standard
algorithms [16℄.
However, we have found that these fan y optimizations
seem unne essary in pra ti e. The simple approa h seems
adequate for the ases we've looked at: in our experiments,
our algorithm runs in less than a se ond. This is not surprising when one onsiders that, in our usage s enarios, the
automaton A typi ally has a few thousand states and M
ontains a half dozen or so states, hen e their omposition
ontains only a few tens of thousands of states and is easy
to ompute with.
6.

EMPIRICAL EXPERIENCE

In this se tion, we report on experimental eviden e for
the power of mimi ry atta ks. We investigated a number
of host-based anomaly dete tion systems. Although many
papers have been written proposing various te hniques, we
found only one working implementation with sour e ode
that we ould download and use in our tests: the pH (for
pro ess homeostasis) system [21℄. pH is a derivative of Forrest, et al.'s early system, with the twist that pH responds
to atta ks by slowing down the appli ation in addition to
raising alarms for the system administrator.
For ea h system all, pH delays the response by 2m time units, where
ounts the number of mismat hed length-6 subtra es in the
last 128 system alls. We used pH version 0.17 running on
a fresh Linux Redhat 5.0 installation with a version 2.2.19
kernel4 . Our test host was dis onne ted from the network
for the duration of our experiments to avoid the possibility
of atta ks from external sour es orrupting the experiment.
We also sele ted an o -the-shelf exploit to see whether
it ould be made stealthy using our te hniques. We hose
one more or less at random, sele ting an atta k s ript alled
autowux. that exploits the \site exe " vulnerability in the
wuftpd FTP server. The autowux atta k s ript exploits a
format string vulnerability, and it then alls setreuid(0,0),
es apes from any hroot prote tion, and exe s /bin/sh using
the exe ve() system all. It turns out that this is a fairly
typi al payload: the same shell ode an be found in many
other atta k s ripts that exploit other, unrelated vulnerabilities5 . We onje ture that the authors of the autowux s ript
just opied this shell ode from some previous sour e, rather
than developing new shell ode. Our version of Linux Redhat 5.0 runs wuftpd version wu-2.4.2-a adem[BETA-15℄(1),
and we trained pH by running wuftpd on hundreds of large
m

4
Sin e this work was done, version 0.18 of pH has been released. The new version uses a longer window of length 9,
whi h might improve se urity. We did not test whether this
hange improves the resistan e of pH to mimi ry atta ks.
5
It is interesting and instru tive to noti e that su h a
widespread atta k payload in ludes provisions by default
to always attempt es aping from a hroot jail. The lesson
is that, if a weak prote tion measure be omes widespread
enough, eventually atta kers will routinely in orporate
ountermeasures into all their atta ks. The impli ations for
intrusion dete tion systems that are sus eptible to mimi ry
atta ks are troubling.

le downloads over a period of two days. We veri ed that
pH dete ts the unmodi ed exploit6 .
Next, we attempted to modify the exploit to evade dete tion. We parsed pH's database of learned length-6 subtra es and built an automaton A re ognizing exa tly those
system all tra es that never ause any mismat hes. We did
not bother to re ne this representation to model the fa t
that intruder an safely ause a few o asional mismat hes
without ausing problems (see Appendix A), as su h a renement turned out to be unne essary. Also, we examined
the point in time where autowux mounts its bu er over ow
atta k against the wuftpd server. We found that the window
of the last ve system alls exe uted by wuftpd is
(fstat() mmap() lseek() lose() write())
when the exploit rst gains ontrol. This determines the
initial state of A.
In addition, we reverse engineered the exploit s ript and
learned that it performs the following sequen e of 15 system
alls:
;

;

;

;

setreuid(0,0) ; dup2(1,2); mkdir("sh") ; hroot("sh") ;
9  hdir(".."); hroot("/"); exe ve("/bin/sh") :

We noti ed that the nine onse utive hdir("..") alls an,
in this ase, be ollapsed into a single
hdir("../../../../../../../../../") :

As always, one an also freely introdu e no-ops. With these
two simple observations, we built an automaton M re ognizing the regular expression

N  setreuid()N  dup2() N mkdir() N 
hdir() N hroot() N exe ve() N

hroot() N 
:

Our program performs a depth- rst sear h in the produ t
automaton A  M and informs us that A \ M = ;, hen e
there is no stealthy tra e mat hing the above regular expression.
Next, we modi ed the atta k sequen e slightly by hand
to repair this de ien y. After intera tively invoking our
tool a few times, we dis overed the reason why the original
pattern was infeasible: there is no path through the normal
database rea hing dup2(), mkdir(), or exe ve(), hen e no
atta k that uses any of these system alls an ompletely
avoid mismat hes. However, we note that these three system
alls an be readily dispensed with. There is no need to
reate a new dire tory; an existing dire tory will do just as
well in es aping from the hroot jail, and as a side bene t
will leave fewer tra es. Also, the dup2() and exe ve() are
needed only to spawn an intera tive shell, yet an atta ker
an still ause harm by simply hard- oding in the exploit
shell ode the a tions he wants to take without ever spawning
a shell. We hypothesized that a typi al harmful a tion an
atta ker might want to perform is to add a ba kdoor root
a ount into the password le, hen e we proposed that an
atta ker might be just as happy to perform the following
6
We took are to ensure that the IDS did not learn the exploit ode as \normal" in the pro ess. All of our subsequent
experiments were on a virgin database, trained from s rat h
using the same pro edure and ompletely untou hed by any
atta k.

read() write() lose() munmap() sigpro mask() wait4()
sigpro mask() siga tion() alarm() time() stat() read()
alarm() sigpro mask() setreuid() fstat() getpid()
time() write() time() getpid() siga tion() so ket all()
siga tion() lose() flo k() getpid() lseek() read()
kill() lseek() flo k() siga tion() alarm() time()
stat() write() open() fstat() mmap() read() open()
fstat() mmap() read() lose() munmap() brk() f ntl()
setregid() open() f ntl() hroot() hdir() setreuid()
lstat() lstat() lstat() lstat() open() f ntl() fstat()
lseek() getdents() f ntl() fstat() lseek() getdents()
lose() write() time() open() fstat() mmap() read()
lose() munmap() brk() f ntl() setregid() open() f ntl()
hroot() hdir() setreuid() lstat() lstat() lstat()
lstat() open() f ntl() brk() fstat() lseek() getdents()
lseek() getdents() time() stat() write() time() open()
getpid() siga tion() so ket all() siga tion() umask()
siga tion() alarm() time() stat() read() alarm()
getrlimit() pipe() fork() f ntl() fstat() mmap() lseek()
lose() brk() time() getpid() siga tion() so ket all()
siga tion() hdir() siga tion() siga tion() write()
munmap() munmap() munmap() exit()

this atta k. Instead, to independently verify the orre tness
of the stealthy7 sequen e, we separately ran this sequen e
through stide and on rmed that it would be a epted
with zero mismat hes by the database generated earlier.
Note that we were able to transform the original atta k sequen e into a modi ed variant that would not trigger even
a single mismat h but that would have a similarly harmful
e e t. In other words, there was no need to take advantage of the fa t that pH allows a few o asional mismat hes
without setting o alarms: our atta k would be su essful
no matter what setting is hosen for the pH lo ality frame
ount threshold. This makes our su essful results all the
more meaningful.
In summary, our experiments indi ate that sophisti ated
atta kers an evade the pH IDS. We were fairly surprised at
the su ess of the mimi ry atta k at onverting the autowux
s ript into one that would avoid dete tion. On rst glan e,
we were worried that we would not be able to do mu h with
this atta k s ript, as its payload ontains a fairly unusuallooking system all sequen e. Nonetheless, it seems that the
database of normal system all sequen es is ri h enough to
allow the atta ker onsiderable power.

Figure 1: A stealthy atta k sequen e found by our
tool. This exploit sequen e, intended to be exeuted after taking ontrol of wuftpd through the \site
exe " format string vulnerability, is a modi ation
of a pre-existing sequen e found in the autowux exploit. We have underlined the system alls from the
original atta k sequen e. Our tool takes the underlined system alls as input, and outputs the entire
sequen e. The non-underlined system alls are intended to be nulli ed: they play the role of \semanti no-ops," and are present only to ensure that the
pH IDS does not dete t our atta k. The e e t of the
resulting stealthy exploit is to es ape from a hroot
jail and add a ba kdoor root a ount to the system
password le.

Shortcomings. We are aware of several signi ant limitations in our experimental methodology. We have not ompiled the stealthy sequen e in Fig. 1 into a modi ed exploit
s ript or tried running su h a modi ed s ript against a mahine prote ted by pH. Moreover, we assumed that we ould
modify the autowux exploit sequen e so long as this does not
a e t the e e t of a su essful atta k; however, our example would have been more onvin ing if the atta k did not
require modi ations to the original exploit sequen e.
Also, we tested only a single exploit s ript (autowux), a
single vulnerable appli ation (wuftpd), a single operating
system (Redhat Linux), a single system on guration (the
default Redhat 5.0 installation), and a single intrusion dete tion system (pH). This is enough to establish the presen e of a risk, but it does not provide enough data to assess
the magnitude of the risk or to evaluate how di eren es in
operating systems or on gurations might a e t the risk.
We have not tried to assess how pra ti al the atta k might
be. We did not study how mu h e ort or knowledge is required from an atta ker to mount this sort of atta k. We
did not empiri ally test how e e tively one an predi t the
on guration and IDS normal database found on the target
host, and we did not measure whether database diversity is
a signi ant barrier to atta k. We did not estimate what
per entage of vulnerabilities would both give the atta ker
suÆ ient ontrol over the appli ation to mount a mimi ry
atta k and permit inje tion of enough foreign ode to exe ute the entire stealthy sequen e. Also, atta ks often get
better over time, and so it may be too soon to draw any
de nite on lusions. Be ause of all these unknown fa tors,
more thorough study will be needed before we an on dently evaluate the level of risk asso iated with mimi ry
atta ks in pra ti e.

variant on the original exploit sequen e:
setreuid(0,0) ; hroot("pub") ;
hdir("../../../../../../../../../") ; hroot("/");
open("/et /passwd", O APPEND|O WRONLY);
write(fd, "toor:AAaaaaaaaaaaa:0:0::/:/bin/sh", 33);
lose(fd); exit(0)

where fd represents the le des riptor returned by the open()
all (this value an be readily predi ted). The modi ed atta k sequen e be omes root, es apes from the hroot jail,
and appends a ba kdoor root a ount to the password le.
To he k whether this modi ed atta k sequen e ould be
exe uted stealthily, we built an automaton M re ognizing
the regular expression

N  setreuid()
N  hroot() N  hdir() N  hroot()
N  open() N  write() N  lose() N  exit() N 
:

We found a sequen e that raises no alarms and mat hes this
pattern. See Fig. 1 for the stealthy sequen e. Finding this
stealthy sequen e took us only a few hours of intera tive
exploration with our sear h program, on e the software was
implemented.
We did not build a modi ed exploit s ript to implement

Be ause pH uses lookahead pairs, stide is more restri tive
than pH. However, the results of the test are still valid:
sin e our modi ed sequen e is a epted by stide, we an
expe t that it will be a epted by pH, too. If anything,
using stide makes our experiment all the more meaningful,
as it indi ates that stide-based IDS's will also be vulnerable
to mimi ry atta ks.
7

7.

RELATED WORK

There has been some other re ent resear h into the seurity of host-based anomaly dete tion systems against sophisti ated, adaptive adversaries.
Wagner and Dean brie y sket hed the idea of mimi ry
atta ks in earlier work [25, x6℄. GiÆn, Jha, and Miller elaborated on this by outlining a metri for sus eptibility to evasion atta ks based on atta k automata [6, x4.5℄. Somayaji
suggested that it may be possible in prin iple, but diÆ ult
in pra ti e, to evade the pH IDS, giving a brief example to
justify this laim [22, x7.5℄. None of these papers developed
these ideas in depth or examined the impli ations for the
eld, but they set the stage for future resear h.
More re ently, and independently, Tan, Killourhy, and
Maxion provided a mu h more thorough treatment of the
issue [23℄. Their resear h shows how atta kers an render
host-based IDS's blind to the presen e of their atta ks, and
they presented ompelling experimental results to illustrate
the risk. In follow-up work, Tan, M Hugh, and Killourhy
re ned the te hnique and gave further experimental on rmation of the risk from su h atta ks [24℄. Their methods
are di erent from those given in this paper, but their results
are in agreement with ours.
8.

DISCUSSION

Several lessons suggest themselves after these experiments.
First and foremost, where possible, intrusion dete tion systems should be designed to resist mimi ry atta ks and other
stealthy behavior from sophisti ated atta kers. Our atta ks
also give some spe i guidan e to IDS designers. It might
help for IDS's to observe not only what system alls are attempted but also whi h ones fail and what error odes are
returned. It might be a good idea to monitor and predi t
not only whi h systems alls are exe uted but also what arguments are passed; otherwise, the atta ker might have too
mu h leeway. Moreover, the database of normal behavior
should be as minimal and pre ise as possible, to redu e the
degree of freedom a orded to an atta ker.
Se ond, we re ommend that all future published work
proposing new IDS designs in lude a detailed analysis of the
proposal's se urity against evasion atta ks. Even if this type
of vulnerability annot be ompletely ountered through
lever design, it seems worthwhile to evaluate arefully the
risks.
Finally, we en ourage IDS designers to publi ly release a
full implementation of their designs, to enable independent
se urity analysis. There were several proposed intrusion dete tion te hniques we would have liked to examine in detail
for this work, but we were unable to do so be ause we did
not have a ess to a referen e implementation.
9.

CONCLUSIONS

We have shown how atta kers may be able to evade dete tion in host-based anomaly intrusion dete tion systems,
and we have presented initial eviden e that some IDS's may
be vulnerable. It is not lear how serious a threat mimi ry
atta ks will be in pra ti e. Nonetheless, the lesson is that
it is not enough to merely prote t against today's atta ks:
one must also defend against tomorrow's atta ks, keeping in
mind that tomorrow's atta kers might adapt in response to
the prote tion measures we deploy today. We suggest that
more attention ould be paid in the intrusion dete tion om-

munity to se urity against adaptive atta kers, and we hope
that this will stimulate further resear h in this area.
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APPENDIX
A. EXTENSIONS: HOW TO MODEL MORE
SOPHISTICATED IDS’S

Forrest, et al., have proposed [2℄ ounting the total number of mismat hed length-6 subtra es and only triggering an
alarm if the total mismat h ount ex eeds some threshold,
say 7 mismat hes. This gives the intruder an extra degree
of freedom, be ause now the exploit ode is free to ause a
few mismat hes, as long as they are not too numerous.
We an easily extend our nite-state model above to a ount for this degree of freedom, as follows. We add an
extra dimension to the statespa e, ounting the number of
mismat hes so far. Thus, the statespa e be omes 0 def
=
(  f0 1
6g) [ fAlarmg, and ea h non-alarm state is
a pair ( ) of a state 2 = 5 from the old model
and a ount 2 f0
6g of the number of mismat hes
seen so far. For ea h non-alarm transition s s! 0 of
the old model, we introdu e transitions ( ) ! ( 0 )
for ea h = 0 1
6. Also, for ea h alarm transition
Q

Q

;

;:::;

q; m

q

m

Q

;:::;

q

q; m

m

;

;:::;

s
(0
4 ) ! Alarm of the old model, we introdu e trans
sitions (( 0
) !
(( 1
+ 1) for ea h
4)
4 )
=0 1
6, where we view the notation ( 7) as shorthand for the Alarm state. As usual, we introdu e self-loops
from Alarm to itself on ea h system all, and the a epting
states are exa tly the non-alarm states. Note that the size
of the automaton has in reased by only a small onstant
fa tor, hen e this transformation should be pra ti al.
As another example, Warrender, et al., propose a slightly
di erent extension, whi h is more forgiving of o asional
mismat hes [26℄. They suggest that the IDS should trigger
an alarm only if at least 6 of the last 20 length-6 subtra es
are mismat hes. We an model this extension within our
nite-state framework by adding an extra dimension to the
statespa e to a ount for the history of the last 20 subtra es.
Let def
= f  f1 2
20g : j j  6g denote the set of
all subsets of f1 2
20g of ardinality at most 6. Then
the statespa e of our re ned nite-state automaton be omes
0 def
= (  ) [fAlarmg, and ea h non-alarm
state is a pair
( f1
= 5 from the unadorned
k g) of a state 2
model and a list 1
k of times in the re ent past where
a mismat h was found. If is a set of integers, let delay( )
denote the set delay( ) def
= f + 1 : 2 g \ f1
20g.
s
0
For ea h non-alarm transitions !
of
the
old
model,
we
introdu e transitions ( ) ! ( 0 delay( )) for ea h 2
s
. Also, for ea h alarm transition ( 0
4 ) ! Alarm of
s
the old model, we introdu e transitions (( 0
) !
4)
(( 1
2 . Here we
4 ) delay( ) [ f1g) for ea h
view the notation ( ) as short-hand for the Alarm state
when 2 , i.e., when j j 6. This transformation does
in rease the size of the automaton
bya noti eable amount:

namely, by a fa tor of 206 +    + 200 = 60460.
In short, we an see that many natural extensions and
variations on the basi IDS s heme an be in orporated
within our framework. We on lude that the idea of modelling an IDS as a nite-state automaton seems broadly appli able.
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